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The IdeaThe Idea

The PurposeThe Purpose

When we visit restaurants the first few times, we're often unfamiliar 
with the menu and not sure what to order. At times we glance at 
other people's delicious-looking orders and wonder what it is, but are 
too hesitant to ask. This app allows you to sync up with a restaurant's 
order system in real time so you can see items ordered by each table, 
and you can see the restaurant's map to get a better idea of the table 
layout. You can also order directly from the app. As a result, you don't 
have to glance sideways at delicious-looking meals passing you by (or 
make people uncomfortable by staring at their food), and can take 
your sweet time in ordering your meal without an anxious server 
hovering around you.

1. It enables a diner to see what's being ordered in real time, enabling 
them to make decisions faster
2. It's helpful for people who are not comfortable interacting with 
other diners
3. It will help restaurants to reduce the time spent by servers waiting 
for order placement, and they can spend time on optimizing serving 
time and customer comfort
4. It gives diners a better sense of the actual popularity of a restaurant 
due to the real-time sync with the order system
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Splash

New user

Provide 
email ID

Google/Yahoo/
Microsoft ID

Create Password

Confirm registration

Login with credentials

Proceed to Restaurant Selection

Phone No.

Existing user
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Restaurant Selection

Find a Restaurant

Enable location

Browse nearby
joints

Set a filter

Pick a restaurant

Proceed to Live Restaurant Info

See search results

Search manually
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Live Restaurant Info

Inside Restaurant

Place yourself

View Restaurant 
Map

Select Your Table

Get confirmation
from restaurant

View the menu

Proceed to Order Placement

View running
orders

View a dish and
its rating

See what’s 
cooking
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You Can Stop Ogling 
Others’ Food!
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